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Narrated by T.D. Clarence, and 
ed as the first of a seires by

present
S F W .

About 2200 years ago a brilliant fellow by the name of Euclid as
sembled the by then well advanced science of geometry into a remarkable 
textbook which has stood as a model during all the time since. Euclid 
prefaced his text with ten assumptions which he considered to bo self - 
evident truths. The first nine of these assumptions were so easily and 
Clearly stated that even Lil Abner could have understood them. As for 
the tenth —— well, here's what Euclid said :

"If a straight line falling on two straight lines makes the inter
ior angles on the same side less than two right angles, the two straight 
lines, if produced indefinitely, meet on that side on which are the two 
angles less than two right angles."

That statement stood out like a supernova and practically challen
ged dissent. It's equivalent meaning can be paraphrased in a variety of 
ways such as

"Through a given point can be drawn only one parallel to a given 
line." — Playfairs axiom — or

"There exists a pair of straight lines everywhere equally distant 
from one another."

Of course a great many fellows set out to prove this 'fifth post
ulate’ as it was called. The name was derived through a division of 
the original ten basic promises into two groups of five each, the first 
group being called 'common assuptions' and the second group being celled 
'postulates' of which the one in question was of course the 'fifth'. 
Although no one actually succeeded in a proof, a great many thoguht that 
they did. The end result of their chinerti chasing was the discovery of 
the Non-Euclidean geometries.

In hyperbolic geometry we toes out the 'fifth' and proceed with 
this sense twister:

"Through a given point not on a given line moro than one lino can 
be drawn not intersecting the given line."

You night take that to risen that, in hypor-geo, there were dozens 
of lines through a given .point, which wero parallel to a given line*

There are only two I All the rest are labelled 'non-intersecting 
linos' and act entirely in a different mannar than do pcralloles. e 

In Elliptic Geometry wo take this premise —
"Two straight linos always intersect ono another/' and add something 

olao to mnke it a little moro complex :
"Every straight lino is boundloss." .
Tho latter statement moans only that all lines return upon them

selves. Straight linos that is.
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a reedy picture of this noy be hud by visualizing the great circles of 
longitude on the earth. You right wonder if the parallels of latitude 
on tho earth are not perallol lines dospito the Elliptic promise of 
intersection. Tho answer to that ono is that tho parallels of latitude 
arc not straight lines; Tho shortest distance between any two points 
on a parallel does not lie along the parallel but on a great circle. 
In elliptic, as in ordinary Euclidean geometry, a straight lino is the 
shortest distance between two points. Dent, at this point, ask ne how 
things work out on an ellipsoidal figure. It just happens that an Eu
clidean sphere is the handiest figure on which restricted examples of 
Elliptic-goo can bo constructed.

Let’s take up Hyper—geo fisrt and sec what sone of the results are 
when you have any number of non—intersecting lines. There arc Euclid
ean figures upon which, with restrictions, representations of H-G d^n 
bo constructed. One of these is tho psoudosphero..........

roughly

As I said before, in this geo parallel linos and non—intersecting 
lines arc different entities. Parallel lines converge end diverge in 
opposite directions so that the distance between then, in one instance, 
is smaller than any assigned distance, and, in tho -second instance, is 
larger then any assigned distance. They do not moot.

rllols in H—G

Two non-intersecting linos have one and only one common perpendicular. 
They divorgo continuously in both directions away from it.

non-int er sect ing linos

Ono of the most emezing things about HG is the fact that similar 
polygons of different sizes do not exist; If three triangles have all 
three of their angles equal to one another’s the triangles are congru
ent and exactly alike. The extension of the theorem covers all poly - 

ilso wo find; the sup of the angles of a triangle is loss .thangons
two right angles; the construction of roctangc.ls or cubical figures 
is impossible because two intersecting sets of parallel linos cannot on-, 
close a figure with four right angles and lastly wo find HG approach
ing Euclidean as tho value of constants involve . in problems increases 
to infinity. It night bo well to point out hero that in HG as in Euc
lidean, the infinitude of the lino is accepted. In Elliptic-g^o the 
strcightline is ’finite yet boundloss'.
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There are two typos of Elliptic geometry:

(3)

b...

The representationsi-’.e representations, a and b , above, illustrate the two two ty- 
?e0 sinulteneously the proposition which states 

hat all perpendiculars to a given lino noct in the sane point. The 
meridians of longitude on the earth which arc perpendicular to the 
Equator again present a handy picture of this state of affairs. The 
P$i+vS *hroush T7hi8h such perpendiculars pass aro called the polos 
of the line. In typo *b’ wo operate under the assumption that any 
given straight line has two poles, a promise incidentally, which gives 
us that geometry commonly called 'Rienannian geometry’. In typo’b’ 
lines intersect and enclose an area; the sun of two angles of a tria
ngle can be less than the third; a triangle with two angles equal nay 
have the sides opposite them unequal, and the sum of all the angles of 
a triangle is grotaor than two tight angles.

Type ’b’ is designated as ’Double Elliptic* to distinguish it from 
type ’a’ called Single Elliptic’.

In type’s’ wo find that a straight line does not divide the plane 
into two regions; you can go from one side of the line to the other 
without crossing the linoi Try that on your Mobius strip which is an 
easily constructed paper figure possessing Single Elliptic properties. 
Single Elliptic geometry conceives of a. surface as having only one side 
in contrast to two sided conceptions of the other geometries.

Calling the Jiuclictoan sphere again for reference wo can disting
uish between the workings of Euclidean and Double Elliptic Geometries. 
In Euclidean ne consider the sphere- as a three dimensional object in 
order to work surface problems; in Double Elliptic wo are concerned on
ly with the surface and work two dimensionally.

All three main classifications of geometry are logically consist
ent and serve equally well in the handling of engineering problems but 
Euclidean has en enormous advantage over the others because of it’s 
comparative simplicity.

If the human race over gets around to engineering projects that are 
something like galactic in scope we might then find that one or the oth
er Of the geometries is bettor suited to describe the universe than the 
others. At present, there are objections to our drawing the conclusion 
that anyone of them is better than the others one of which is that bur 
methods of measurement and even our instruments themselves must work 
from one or the other geometry as a basis. An out here would be to get-’ 
then all together a la Suttner in a system, of variable truths. Fairy 
geometry: •

It makes you wonder all the more what we’ll find out when me fin
ally get sone of those Van Vogt and E.E. Smith typos of space ships. 
Meanwhile I’m sticking solidly to Euclidean.
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CHARLES R. TANNER tells us of

- THREE, «HCSTS-------

Three mystic voyagers thofre aro, 
They get around like everything; 
Ubiquitous, but never seen —
Kilroy and Snoe, and J.B. King 1

No natter where a follow goes, 
One of the throe was there before, 
And loft his nark and gone away 
Ne’er to be soon there anymore.

The railroad men aro well aware
Of one who writes on everything 
From Maine to California 
The mystic symbols --------------------

From Melbourne up to Boring Streit 
Buck privates always raise a choor-, 
When, moving to another camp,
They see the scrawl------------------- Ki kt 5 Vs£i

In every high school in the land,
No natter whore you chance to go, _
You’ll find he’s loft before you cane -0%
That mystic, shy Phonorten, — - ——yy—

5 M 0 E
And though I’ve searched for years and years
Of my success I cannot singj
I’ve never found, nor hope to find
Kilroy or Snoe, or J.B. King.

Quito a bit of the material presented in this issue of Science 
Fiction World was obtained thought the National Fantasy Fan Feder
ation Manuscript Bureau conducted by falter Coslet of Box 6 Helena, 
Montana.

If your publication l^s suffering from a severe case of ’bqrder 
line anemia’ wo suggest a few shots in the arm via the Bureau, 
has artwork, humor, poetry and a little bit of everything. Rigg’s t 
cartoon in this issue was obtained from him; the cartoon was excell
ent end funny as we received it. Hero’s hoping our reproduction 
of it sorvos it’s best interest.

lie’re not taking any groat pains with this issue outside of 
attempting to get the best material possible into it. .rite and lot 
us know whether you like it.

I
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SAM MOSKOWITZ ---- ■-----  vy- \

ADVENTURES OF A BOOK COLLECTOR

Accompanied by Richard Witter of Staten. Island I sallied into a 
book-shop off Journal Square in Jersey City. Immediately, wo began go
ing over the book titles, acknowledging the nod of th© dealer. Three- 
quarters of tho way through I was convinced that the place had been 
picked clean end I left Witter to continue the search while I engaged 
the dealer in conversation.

He was working on a minor repair job for a new copy of the fantasy 
anthology, "Pause to Wonder". He bemoaned the difficulty of obtaining 
enough fantasy books mentioning that ho did not dare send a damaged 
book be.ok for fear the company would take offense and ’cut him off*. 
I asked hie if he had any fantasy and he referred me to a used copy of 
Merritt's ’Seven Footprints to Satan' in pocketbook form which he might 
be induced to part with for a quarter. The fact that it could bo obtain
ed new on any newsstand for that price did not soem to impress him.

He spoke of dizens of fantasy fans who entered his doors; "suckers" 
who paid fantastic prices for tho stuff. Then, confidentailly ho asked 
me if I had ever heara of Derlctjj. That whs all ho noedodj, when I con
fessed some knowledge of the man ho imparted this information.

"Why Mr. Derleth wrote mo just the other day," he said with an air 
of considerable importance. "I've ordered sone books from him for my 
customers. Smart nan, Derleth. Lots of brains; good business men, 
I understand his first published book, "Tho Outsider" by Lovecraft, is 
getting e good price. i7hy> Derleth, himself, told me that dsalers’were 
getting fifteen dollars for tho book."

He examined, me closely to see how visibly impressed I was by tho 
fact that Derleth had written to him, personally, and then, with the 
air of a cat playing with a mouse ho said," Snow use boys, no fantasic 
books hero.”

fitter seemed to be of a different mind as ho produced John Gun
ther’s fantasy "Eden for One.

"Guess there’s a sleeper in ovc-ry bookstore," the dealer told us. 
"Well, if it's a valuable book it’s your luck, When I marks price in 
'em that's whet I sell'em for."

Scarlos and Witter acompanied me into tho bookshop of a little man 
in Newark who is tho horeder type.Ho is dreadfully afraid of selling any 
book for fear that it might have an unsuspected value. When you enter 
his shop you never got further .than ton feet inside before ho blocks any 
further progress and you must t‘hon 'foss up what you want and pay the 
price or got out. Ordinarily I would nover patronize him but my friends 
insisted that wo try. •

He was wary of ovary comment, refusing to commit himself on whether 
he had a desired book. Cagily,' he asked how much we were willing to pay, 
Knowing me from before he handed me a list of books that he needed, ask
ing ns if I could get any of them. Heading the list were "any books by 
Lovecraft?". ’
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Questioning revealed that he had already ordered ’M'rginalie * 
iron Derloth end that he know that the ’Outsider’ was wfcrth twenty 
five dollars. Also that all the books "c asked for cane andor the 
category of ’Hot Stuff’.

While Searles was trying to get information out of him I was 
attracted by c. weird book jacket under my elbow. It was a nicely 
illustrated job for Merritt’s ’tellers in the Mirage’ and underneath 
was a copy of Burn, bitch, Burn. Both wore British editions brand- 
new with jackets. I picked up ’Dwellers' and asked Titter,’’lent this 
the book that just camo out in pocketbook form?"

i.y—er, yos, it is," replied Titter with his eyes bulging* I 
handed hin the copy of ’Burn,hitch, Burn’.

"That cane out over a year ago," I said.
”Dont you want it’,’ho questioned.
"No. Junk.” Suddenly I discovered that the book had larger type 

than the pocketbook. Awed bjr this discovery I was considering purchas
ing ’Dwellers* whon the book-seller suggested that I could ’’read it a 
chapter at a tine----  oven that’s too much.” Reluctantly we made the
puchase — ’D.oilers’ for $1.35 and K7B for sixty cents. I received 
a sort of grin satisfaction out of the transaction. Previously I had 
given another Newark dealer the pocketbook.treatment and had obtained 
a first eeition of the ’MOon Pool’ for 75 cents. Litterio B» Frrsaci 
was partner to that crime.

Questioning revealec that tnis latter 'ealcr had no fantastic 
stuff. Ho said he sold all his fanjresy to N«w York dealers for more 
than he could got for them retail. I decided to get something for my 
sister to read at some future date. Tith Searles I icgod up°e copy 
of Gutclyffe Hynes’ ’Lost Continent' for a quarter. Later I returned 
and got the can in animated conversation. He know all about Lovecarft 
and that guy from Wisconsin "whose got all these dumb yokels buffaloed’^

I wandered about picking up a for? books for my sister and, on com
pleting the run I asked hin if ho had any books by Algernon Blackwood.

"I told you I have no fantastic stuff,” 'e said. "I rick it all 
out and sell it to New York dealers."

Very chagrined I walked out with two copies of the "King Ir- Yell
ow" by Chambers; ’In Search of the Unknown’ ay Chambers; the trenendous- 
ly rare ’I.eal Commonwealths * containing four great Utopia novels by 
by Bo con, Cu-panella, Moore and H..g,..Grtor_; Vi :c V,rse. by nnstey; Ir the 
Beginning’ by Douglas; and ’the Island of u . Moreau.•

Politely I turned down an offer by a New York book-seller to sell 
ne a copy of Merritt’s ’ship of Ishtar’, autograph and all for $12.5t. 
I had just picked up a cdpy without a cover ( in fact it had never been 
bound) for ton cents and for a lot less than 12.50 I could put a binding 
on it that would know your eyes out.

In a semi-suburban Now Jersey town I had for some time kept my eye 
on a deluxe, superbly bound and elaborately color illustrated edition 
of Kipling’s beautiful short story 'They’, r. talc of the little children 
just beyond tho ghoslty pale who nay be soon only by those who ahve
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”^rns or lost" called into being at will by blind women. Undoubtedly 
it is one of the greatest short stories in the Em-fish language. Tho 
I had the story in various omnibuses I t-.ought so highly of it that I 
badly desired the slender exclusive volume. The dealer know it — 
so the price was $1.25.

Finally, one day I br-.jke down end bought it.
"You cant fool me on fantasy," the dealer needled. "If you guys 

want the goods, you’ll have to pay for it."
"How much is that copy of *Froi.-. India to the Planet Mars’? I 

asked by way of changing the subject.
"$3.30".
"No, thanks."
"But' do you know what’s in this?"
"Yes, a semi-spritualistic tract. I’ve turned down several copies 

at a dollar. I thought if you’d wanted a quarter I’d take it."
"Not from me fellow. I know my stuff. If you want good fantsy 

you’ve got to pay the price. I’ve got plenty of customers for it."
"Oh, well," I said, casually extracting a thin little volume from 

the ten cent rack. ”1’11 take this.”
nnd that’s how I obtained a copy of ’Jimbo’ by /lemon Blackwood, 

the rarest of all Blackwood books and , according to Fred Shroyer, the 
best fantasy he’s ever road, from a nan who "knew his stuff".

For ten cent si

JAY F. CHLDSEY

0 A T A S T R 0 P H E

Rivened, seamed, and twisted, 
Split apart by Thor ... i
Staggering in her orbit, . / ,
Shaken to her core. ' ...

■■■" x "

Hills and mountains leveled, f '' \
Oceans steamed an ay ( Z- ■
Damaged like a toy - \ ~ /
Of cosmic gods at play. \

7 / V
Uhat the mighty force, then, 
Loosed upon this sphoro ?
Atomic power, you toll me ?
Mankind once dwelt boro J

"Itzad tuteiluv Johann Crude * 
Hugottim dollf intua fend. Joss 
Twazzee z n butkum n owt batt 
Uilbea lyftym jobbno dowt." yunmean

?????????????????????????????????????????’?? ??????????????
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"Dann it. Turner, I’vo told you
never to nake a sharp turn 
as you carlo out of a r?arp J"
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A PAID ADVERTISEMENT.....................................................................by Walter Coslet.

"Hello. How’s everything?" The speaker was a lady I’d 
never seen before.

"0 K, thank you," I replied, surprised.
"How are you coning with your music?’’
"Music? I’m afraid you’ve mistaken me for someone else." 
"Why : — You’re Donald, arent you?"
"Donald ? No, My name’s Coslet. Walter Coslet." 

♦ * *
That’s how it all started. We each went our own way but 

et various tines I met others who thought they knew me yet 
were total strangers.

Also there was the matter of the missing prozines. The 
dealer at the second hand store knew I collected the stuff — 
not only because I always bought all the old nags he could 
dig up but because he oncvj asked me why I didnt bring the 
mags baejj for resale.

"You must havo over a hundred by now," he said.
I informed him that I had over three hundred ( that was 

quite some time ago of course ) and that I saved them as a 
reference collection. But about those missing prozines: there 
had been some which I delayed getting and when I finally got 
around to it they were gone. The dealer was obstinate in his 
belief that I had bought them, Was where another fan in town? 
One who looked like me? I puzzled about tb,.> matter for several 
years while such incidents duplicated themselves over and over. 
But never aid I find anyone •’ho looked like me or until lately, 
find the solution to the mystery. .

The puzzle is solved now. Completely. And with the solu
tion has cone a marvelous opportunity and a new service to fan
dom. Would you like a complete collection of the prozines ? 
find at a reasonable price?

Please dont let this offer fool you. I Said a ’complete 
collection’ and I mean just that. I can now supply any number 
of set° of the prozines in 'nint. newsstand condition at only 
twice the original price. (Of course those few magazines which 
did not appear on the newsstands are likewide available.) For 
those of you who cannot afford to byy sue i an enormous collec
tion arrangements can be made for buying whatever you want. In 
no case will the price for any item be over four times the or
iginal price for a mint sopy-..

For those who have their collections up to date here is an 
unparalleled opportunity to eonp’.ote ti-'eir collection in one 
fell swoop t You ns'T never have to add anc:?hc\ nag to your 
prozine collection a The price of this collection, complete 
is just twice the newstend price plus tne newsstand prtte of 
all past issues.

Your correspondence is invited, t
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ODD BITS

................Editor.
Ticinity fandom may be looking up in the next few 

months. Stanley Skirvin has come back from the Navy and is '-’’©sir- 
X ST'r1’: hoTing clronJy -a 
letters^ th??] th8re+iS.R°b9rt A Bradl0y» *ut hor of a couple < 

t!5 iShtU Planet stories reader’s section who has yet to be < 
“we are also 8 fe8 other entiues aro--

Jkirvin reports that on hie tours he received word thnt •» n®*.d yntaom. WM. 1. actually in proeeC or^rXti® 
is working on some ideas for SFiZ.....
Patricio????1 pre8snt®d by Mystery Hevel of the Month (25?) was 

?? ! PUZ21e fOr Fisnds- Recommended to rystery read’s
Quen in also writes good yarns under the name of Q. Patrick.

♦ k f°vPa!Ted °n’ and» enroute *o the heavenly city, wss’verv 
disturbed by his unfamiliarity with the knack of finding his wa?in 
® cy1!i*ci^ensi0Ilcl continuum which had no directional referrenV 
He had just come to the agonizing decision that he ha 
his way when, rounding r .

smiling, feet swinging.
"Denn it

i my- 
of
con- 
’pos—

Ho

id Etomehon missed 
e warp, he spied the eternal city just eheed*

There, cn the top of the wall, Seattle sat 
Fargo cursed under his breath.

I knew I was lost." ...........................

.<. ?eems ‘°^ld °f - spirred nany fans to the reading Korzyb- 
k Science ano Sanity. I went down to the library and obtained

Mtint°Ok 1710111:118 aad save it: a superficial rending. One thing 
sticks out in thflt ia what Korzybski calls the -’iB”of
identity."

J*!™6? t0 thSt if thorQ 18 Qny one thine which haa becn 
used so loosely as to cause it to assume an identity which may bo 
▼ery unreal it is nothing but the word’time’.

T° the SF fan along with others time has assumed an identity 
out °* all proportion to our knowledge of it. 7e think of it con- 

str8an» a fourth dimension, a field, something really 
whlch can b® reversed, moved through and otherwise dealt 

with in many plausible ? ways.
I ask you to give me a good definition of time. Have you ever 

^tiZa«aLSd?nU^?hinkiJS aLt0 th® nature of Une ? 'hen ve measure 
time wo do nothing other than to measure the realitive positions 

of moving bodies? that is we find some naturally repetitive occure- 
nce such as the motion of the sun ebout the earth and using such ’ 
occurence #a»es«a as a base, we measure ’time!
... possibl® thet somewhere along the way we’ve allowed our
thinking to be muddled ? That time has no identity, no concrete
ness; that ’time’ is a statement of position. Suppose there were 
no periodically recurrent motions. The measurement of time is merely 

measuranent of location with reference to moving bodies. The 
bodiaa are real; tine is an abstraction, a tom which has become con
fused with the reality; has acquired tha ’is’ of identity. •


